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We’ve seen that to change you must be born again, and that you need
God’s help. You must put off your sins by confessing and cutting them
off, and you must renew your mind through God’s grace. We come now
come to the final step of biblical change: putting on. This is the stage
where the believer seeks to put into practice the changes he knows he
needs to make. In Romans 6-8, we have one of the longest explanations
of how spiritual growth works. This passage gives us three metaphors of
what our state is in Christ, and how that state should be practically lived
out. Each picture states a reality that we have in Christ, and follows it up
with a command to live out that reality practically. There is a healthy
balance of indicatives (what is true) and imperatives (what we must do).
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YOU ARE ________ TO SIN AND ________ TO GOD (6:1-14)
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1. You must __________ that you are dead to sin (1-10).
Many mistakenly think this passage gives them something to do,
rather than describing something that has already happened.
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2. You must __________ that you are dead to sin (11).
The reality of our death to sin is hard to swallow at times, but it’s
true. This is why Paul tells us to “consider” or “reckon” it to be so.
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3. You must __________ dead to sin (12-14).
True belief will result in real action. Believing you are dead to sin must
result in living dead to sin by not sinning!
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YOU ARE ______ FROM SIN AND A _____OF RIGHTEOUSNESS (6:15-23)
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1. The __________ of Slavery
You will always be a slave to someone or something. You are either
God’s slave or sin’s slave. There is no third option.
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 Slavery to sin results in rebellion.
o Unrighteousness
o Impurity
o Lawlessness
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3. The __________ of Slavery
 Slavery to sin is rewarded with __________.
 Slavery to God is rewarded with __________ __________.
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YOU ARE NOT IN THE ________ BUT IN THE ________ (8:1-13)
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At the end of chapter 7, Paul states that he sees a law in his flesh, that
when he would do right, sin is present. At the beginning of chapter 8 he
finds the solution: the law of the Spirit of life.
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2. We _____ in the Spirit, not the flesh, if we are saved (9-11).
In Galatians, Paul says we must walk by the Spirit. Here he says
essentially the same thing when he says we must mind the things of
the Spirit.
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3. We must seek to _____ sin, by the help of the Spirit, if we are
saved (12-13).
We are in the Spirit, so we must walk in the Spirit. We are dead to
sin, so we must kill it. This same tension is seen in Colossians 3:3-5.
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